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ON COURAGEOUS CREATIVITY...

“RELINQUISH YOUR ATTACHMENT TO THE KNOWN, STEP INTO 
THE UNKNOWN, AND YOU WILL STEP INTO THE FIELD OF ALL 
POSSIBILITIES.”

“IT IS IN THE ADMISSION OF IGNORANCE AND THE ADMISSION 
OF UNCERTAINTY THAT THERE IS A HOPE FOR THE CONTINUOUS 
MOTION OF HUMAN BEINGS IN SOME DIRECTION THAT DOESN’T 
GET CONFINED, PERMANENTLY BLOCKED, AS IT HAS SO MANY 
TIMES BEFORE IN VARIOUS PERIODS IN THE HISTORY OF MAN”

“WHEN YOU COME TO THE EDGE OF ALL THE LIGHT YOU HAVE, 
AND MUST TAKE A STEP INTO THE DARKNESS OF THE UNKNOWN, 
BELIEVE THAT ONE OF TWO THINGS WILL HAPPEN. EITHER THERE 
WILL BE SOMETHING SOLID FOR YOU TO STAND ON OR YOU WILL 
BE TAUGHT HOW TO FLY.”

- Deepak Chopra

- Richard P. Feynmann

- Patrick Overton



EDITOR’S NOTE 
SHAHANA DATTAGUPTA 
Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous 
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression 
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and 
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site: 
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle, a fundamental property of a quantum system, says that the momentum 
and location of a particle cannot be simultaneously predicted. As I write this, traveling in three continents with 
a consulting project on the fly, my home back in Seattle under re-construction and my heart making unexpect-
ed forays into new construction, and the world around me erupting with various unforeseen events, it strikes 
me that uncertainty has become the certain way of my life. In giving up the illusion of control seven years ago, 
I’ve discovered that in uncertainty lies an immense opening to creativity. Zooming far, far out of the apparent 
entropy and chaos, I see dots I can connect, meaning I can make, and visions I can realize...

In this issue, our contributors explore their relationships and experiences with uncertainty – sometimes view-
ing it as an asset, sometimes as a hurdle to overcome, but always as an opening to courageous creativity. In 
our feature, ‘Catching a Wave,’ read a little manifesto on taking life leaps, put forth by Laura Berger and Glen 
Tibaldeo. With ‘Relativity of Time,’ Mala Nagarajan explores the various facets of her existence – some certain 
and some uncertain – and how these together create meaning and agency in her life. In ‘Opportunity in Un-
certainty,’ Aparna Vidyasagar reflects on uncertainty in circumstance, self, and others, and how this ultimately 
affords possibility.  Kamal Duhon’s poem ‘No Path’ tiptoes gingerly on the edge of uncertainty in becoming 
a first time mother, and young contributor Tuhina Mital describes keeping her faith and resolve in the face of 
uncertainty and disappointment, describing how this served her in pursuing her dreams. Yamini Gourishan-
kar’s art ‘Between the Lines,’ expresses the ephemeral nature of experience, based in the dynamically shifting 
relationship between the Observer and the Observed. Finally, in an interview with Dennis Merritt Jones, author 
of ‘The Art of Uncertainty: How to Live in the Mystery of Life and Love it,’ we learn how nothing new can be 
created from the field of what we already know, and therefore, how stepping into the mystery of the unknown 
is the only way to become a conscious co-creator of life.

With this issue, we mark the second in our theme-triad that kicks off our third year: Dreaming Big, Embracing 
Uncertainty and Failure is My Muse.  This month, we invite you to step into the unknown, untested, uncertain!

Shahana.

“IN GIVING UP THE ILLUSION OF CONTROL...I’VE DISCOVERED 
THAT IN EMBRACING UNCERTAINTY LIES AN IMMENSE OPENING 
TO CREATIVITY. ZOOMING FAR, FAR OUT OF THE APPARENT EN-
TROPY AND CHAOS, I SEE DOTS I CAN CONNECT, MEANING I CAN 
MAKE, AND VISIONS I CAN REALIZE...”

EDITOR’S NOTE



APARNA VIDYASAGAR
For Aparna, the past year has been tumultuous and surprising, all supported on a platform of uncertainty. 
In order to move forward, she has had to teach herself to accept all that is uncertain and propel herself 
forward. It is a constant process and an evolving journey. Destination unknown. Aparna recently completed 
her doctorate and has chosen to jump off the beaten path and pursue a career in science writing. You will 
find her work at Molecular Mondays (molecularmondays.wordpress.com) 

“I KNEW THAT I WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO LIVE WITH MYSELF IF I GAVE 
ONLY A TINY BIT OF MYSELF TO WHAT I REALLY WANTED TO DO - EVEN 
IF IT MEANT THAT I HAD TO GIVE UP ALL SECURITY.  WITH THAT CER-
TAINTY, I MADE THE DECISION TO STEP INTO A WORLD OF INVITED UN-
CERTAINTY.” 

OPPORTUNITY IN UNCERTAINTY
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Uncertainty is nuanced.  Little uncertainties occur almost every day and are often hardly remembered; the larger, 
loom over us.  My current uncertainty, how to write this piece or how it will pan out, is relatively trifling and can 
be countered; and as a consequence, can also be quickly forgotten. Here I am plodding away; an article will 
produce itself.  Tackling larger uncertainties is not as straightforward. It can be an exercise in patience, self-
realization and acceptance.  The way I see it, the larger uncertainty that surrounds us, is of three distinct types 
– uncertainty of circumstances, uncertainty of self, and uncertainty of others.

Uncertainty of circumstance seems to be viewed as a bit of a character failing beyond a certain point.  It afflicts 
none of us who have carefully honed foresight.  Somewhere along the way, countering uncertainty has in itself 
become a certainty, should one choose to simply plan better.  And so, there we are, caught up in this frenzy to 
remove uncertainty from our circumstances.  We try to remain two steps ahead of forces that are most often, 
completely out of our control.  We know this and yet we become frustrated when our plans fail.

I have always followed some sort of a road-map, with plans – stop-gap plans, long-term and short term goals.  
Somewhere along the way, little passions and small dreams were set aside until they could find a place else-
where.  I didn’t forget them though, which turned out to be quite a blessing.

Just a few months ago, I found myself at a crossroads once again, ready to plan the next step.  All the sensible, 
secure options presented themselves to me and I was about to move forward.  But this time, I wanted to make 
room for all those shelved dreams – juggle the practical with what I love, balance out the certainty with just a 
tiny bit of unheeding uncertainty.  And, just for a minute I thought that was enough.

Over the years, I had learned a few things about myself.  One thing was certain: the dissatisfaction of not trying 
to make my dreams work, would gnaw at me and fester.  I could already feel it building.  I knew that I would not 
be able to live with myself if I gave only a tiny bit of myself to what I really wanted to do, even if it meant that 
I had to give up all security.  With that certainty, I made the decision to step into a world of invited uncertainty.

“WE TRY TO REMAIN TWO STEPS AHEAD OF FORCES THAT ARE 
MOST OFTEN, COMPLETELY OUT OF OUR CONTROL. WE KNOW THIS 
AND YET WE BECOME FRUSTRATED WHEN OUR PLANS FAIL.”

OPPORTUNITY IN UNCERTAINTY 



So here I am today, ready to pursue a dream, guided by hope, motivated to work hard, scared, excited, happy 
and content.  My entry into the world of uncertainty has emancipated me.

I have to admit that I couldn’t always make such assertive statements about myself.  I would often turn to friends 
with my feelings and conundrums.  There’s not much wrong with this, except that after a point, I became quite 
dependent on others to deconstruct situations and explain myself to me.  It was so simple and so easy that I 
didn’t realize the need for me to know myself.  

It went on like this until I realized that my actions were mostly motivated by the advice of others.  How can you 
take responsibility for the consequences of your life if your actions are not your own?  I became acutely aware 
of the fact that I was squandering the opportunity to truly live the one life I had. When I looked inward, I realized 
I knew nothing about myself.

Uncertainty of self can color everything around you.  You start to second guess yourself.  The knee jerk reaction 
is to distance yourself from those whom you’ve been listening to, exacerbating the feeling of loneliness and 
confusion.  For me, following that first wave, it evolved into an opportunity to look within.  It was an opportunity to 
have many conversations with myself and to become reacquainted with myself.  It was liberating and grounding.  
It made me feel present and allowed me to take ownership of my life.

Certainty of self is an evolving phenomenon; you have to remain open and always re-evaluate yourself. Most 
importantly you have to be open to a world that is grey. I do still talk to my friends, but only after mulling over 
things myself.  When I understand how I feel, I can be open to what they have to say.  I can evaluate their advice, 
understand their point of view and truly be guided (if there is the need to be) and not controlled.  

“CERTAINTY OF SELF IS AN EVOLVING PHENOMENON; YOU HAVE TO 
REMAIN OPEN AND ALWAYS RE-EVALUATE YOURSELF.  MOST IM-
PORTANTLY YOU HAVE TO BE OPEN TO A WORLD THAT IS GREY.”
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When you start to embrace all that is grey, you also begin to accept uncertainties that lie with others.  Over time 
I have come to understand that people cannot be button-holed into patterns, no matter how well I may think I 
know them.  

No one can predict how he or she is going to react to certain situations until actually faced with them.  At that 
point, patterns and precedent fall to the way-side.  When this happens to me, I try not to feel personally let down.  
I try to accept, even when I do not completely understand.  And in order to remedy the situation, I do my best to 
reach out, to explain, and to communicate, staying fully aware that I cannot expect reciprocation, understanding 
or conversation.  

When you can completely accept this uncertainty, the grey, you become unperturbed.  You can bounce back if 
you are hurt, and sometimes, you can even remain unaffected.

In embracing uncertainty lies endless opportunity – for a fulfilled life, for deeper understanding of self, and for 
greater acceptance of others. 

OPPORTUNITY IN UNCERTAINTY 

“IN EMBRACING UNCERTAINTY LIES ENDLESS OPPORTUNITY - FOR 
A FULFILLED LIFE, FOR DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF SELF, AND 
FOR GREATER ACCEPTANCE OF OTHERS.”



NO PATH
KAMAL DUHON
Kamal is a writer who discovered poetry as performance art after attending Creativity Workshops 
with Shahana Dattagupta. She is working on her first collection of short works and appreciates the 
opportunity to write for Courageous Creativity.

“A DETOUR, AN UNPLANNED VIEW
  FOUND BY THE LINE OF YOUR SHADOW...”
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Watching the leaves glisten
Sun turns the dew to light
Disturbed earth, 
 Buds wait for birth
I make to move
 You say “Listen”

Turn from the path, 
Follow sound only you can hear
Holding me still
 Unmoving, until
Rushing water, gushing laughter
 Reaches my ear

A detour, an unplanned view
 Found by the line of your shadow
Walk with the breeze
 The moss on the trees
Learn from the light which way to go

Walking alone, remembering you
I look at the sun, I listen to air
There is no path, I do not care
She will learn to walk
As I did with you

NO PATH



CATCHING A WAVE
LAURA BERGER AND GLEN TIBALDEO
Laura and Glen, known as the Life Leap Couple, are 11-year life veterans of taking life leaps. They have 
been featured on various radio and TV shows and have received global acclaim for their Fall in Love 
Again, Every Day technique in which they share their secrets to uniting their radical sabbatical and the 
techniques that enriched their marriage. Their second book, Aw, Chuck It!  The Reality and Hilarity of A 
Radical Sabbatical described as one couple’s Eat, Pray, Love meets The Hangover, details their move from 
a charmed American life to the rainforest on a hilarious, heartfelt journey of worldly struggles as they 
risked their identities and their relationship. The book will hit the shelves Fall 2012.

“A SURFBOARD ALWAYS BEHAVES THE SAME WAY IN THE SAME CONDI-
TIONS. YOUR MIND—THE SURFBOARD—IS AT PEACE WHEN ENGAGED 
IN THE FAMILIAR…THE SURFER, ON THE OTHER HAND, CONSTANTLY 
WANTS TO CATCH A NEW TYPE OF WAVE IN A NEW PLACE...”
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““There are basically two kinds of people in the world:  Sufferers, and Learners.”
- Richard Rose

Your friend says that one day, he’ll be comfortable.  He’ll have all the money he needs.  He’ll grab the paper 
every morning and sit down to his favorite morning program with a piping cup of coffee.  He’ll play a round of 
golf a day.  He’ll only have to answer to a semi-millennial plague or maybe the reversal of the poles.

Most people talk like that, right?  Now how many people do you know who really live like that?  Not many.  
Why?

A surfboard always behaves the same way in the same conditions.  Your mind—the surfboard—is at peace 
when engaged in the familiar.  Do you get anxious brushing your teeth?  Yet, boiling an egg can seem daunting 
if you have never done it before, even though it has the same number of steps and would be just as comfort-
able to you if you did it daily.

The surfer, on the other hand, constantly wants to catch a new type of wave in a new place, or cook omelets 
once he perfects the hard-boiled egg.  While your mind craves the familiar, your inner energies—the surfer—
crave newness.

The board goes wherever the surfer wants, but occasionally the surfer catches a wave that he can’t handle 
and has to bail.  Our lives are a constant battle between the board and the surfer.  We say we want comfort, 
yet we seek newness, we often bite oversized chunks, we bail, and we persecute ourselves.

CATCHING A WAVE

“OUR LIVES ARE A CONSTANT BATTLE BETWEEN THE BOARD AND 
THE SURFER.  WE SAY WE WANT COMFORT, YET WE SEEK NEW-
NESS, WE OFTEN BITE OVERSIZED CHUNKS, WE BAIL, AND WE 
PERSECUTE OURSELVES.”



We, Laura and Glen, moved to the jungles of Costa Rica on a radical sabbatical in 2006. It was the best and 
most challenging thing we ever did.  We were to live in a beautiful place overlooking the ocean for a year.  

That’s exactly what it was, but upon arriving, we learned that there was almost never running water, no 
screens to keep out the outrageous swarms of bugs, and there were bats flying over us in our sleep.  We killed 
super-venomous snakes, went paragliding from a 2,000-foot cliff, rappelled 200-foot waterfalls, and learned 
to use machetes daily almost as extensions of our arms.  

It was a cocktail of extreme highs and lows.  There were a million things we could have done differently and an 
equal number we would never change.  From then on, we have studied the psychology of uncertainty in order 
to understand it, and teach others how to choose their best adventure and stick with it.

We have discovered that there are five key ways to get your mind to embrace uncertainty and at the same 
time, stay moving toward your goals.
 
One Thing at a Time – 
Your discipline is in limited supply.  People who only quit smoking are much more successful than those who 
try to quit in the middle of a divorce or starting a new business.  But can we always make our changes one-
tracked?  Certainly not.  

Our Costa Rica change wasn’t just an adventurous sortie to the jungle.  We both ejected from careers that 
were big parts of our lives, and we had nowhere else to get legitimacy.  We thought we were just moving to 
a paradise with a different culture.  We didn’t take into account all the other huge parts of our lives that were 
changing at once.  In hindsight, compassion would have been key.  Taking big steps can be debilitating if we 
expect to maintain feelings of comfort or to still be experts in life.  

“...OUTRAGEOUS SWARMS OF BUGS...BATS FLYING OVER US IN 
OUR SLEEP...WE KILLED SUPER-VENOMOUS SNAKES, WENT PARA-
GLIDING FROM A 2,000-FOOT CLIFF, RAPPELLED 200-FOOT WA-
TERFALLS, AND LEARNED TO USE MACHETES DAILY ALMOST AS 
EXTENSIONS OF OUR ARMS.”
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Learn – 
Your school days taught you to learn for almost a decade before being ready for the outside world.  Call people 
who are living in your uncertain space.  Read their books.  This will give you the comfort to move.  

As rough as things were, Laura had engaged in social networking in advance of our arrival before anyone 
even knew what social networking was.  She found everyone she could who lived in the area or who had even 
passed through.  By the time we got there, we were in the know on many levels and were already pretty well-
known in town.  And we had so many resources to help us through the struggle and recommend solutions.

Rehearse – 
Your subconscious doesn’t know fact from fiction.  Batters go through as much mental rehearsal as physical 
practice.  Create vision boards and/or just daydream about your goal as much as you can.  Your mind will more 
naturally want to take the jump and stick with it.  

Even before we got married, Glen would envision every night upon getting into bed, himself sitting behind an 
oceanfront house with Laura.  Two months after arriving in Costa Rica, we were having dinner with some new 
friends, and it donned on Glen that the vision had actually come true, even after he had forgotten about it a 
while prior.  And when we moved, we were in our mid-thirties—a rarity doing it that young and likely no coin-
cidence that the visioning worked.  

Take a Trip – 
Your mind is addicted to an unchanged state.  Take yourself out of your routine.  

We have always been avid travelers.  In the years before our move to the jungle, we knew we needed a 
change.  But it was only when we were travelling that our minds opened, and we felt like we could do any

“WE HAVE DISCOVERED THAT THERE ARE FIVE KEY WAYS TO GET 
YOUR MIND TO EMBRACE UNCERTAINTY AND AT THE SAME TIME, 
STAY MOVING TOWARD YOUR GOALS.”

CATCHING A WAVE



thing.  When we were home, the daily grind just had us thinking the same ole, same ole.  If your demands 
don’t permit travel, even just taking a drive to a place a few hours away will separate you from your common 
element.

Make it Small – 
Alcoholics Anonymous teaches people, “I won’t drink today,” much better than “I won’t ever drink.”  Break your 
plans into day-long bite-sized milestones.  You’ll be surprised what you end up accomplishing.  

We had a piece of land in Costa Rica and could have built something on it to live there.  Laura had the level-
headedness to propose we rent for a year before we made any decisions on whether to live there permanently 
or not.  Had we gone through that change thinking that we had made an irreversible move, it would have been 
very confining, and the trapped feeling would have likely made the downs much more pronounced than the 
ups.

Our life mission is to help people, especially couples—two boards and two surfers—always achieve their 
dreams, befriending and managing the uncertainty that often accompanies those dreams.  After all, isn’t life 
about going vertical until you are permanently horizontal?

“OUR LIFE MISSION IS TO HELP PEOPLE...ACHIEVE THEIR DREAMS, 
BEFRIENDING AND MANAGING THE UNCERTAINTY THAT OFTEN 
ACCOMPANIES THOSE DREAMS.  AFTER ALL, ISN’T LIFE ABOUT 
GOING VERTICAL UNTIL YOU ARE PERMANENTLY HORIZONTAL?”
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Celebrating 10 Years

Please join us Please join us 

Thursday, Sept. 27th, 2012Thursday, Sept. 27th, 2012
12pm 

   Complimentary luncheon. Donations will be requested.

    Doors open at 11:30 am.

Four Seasons Hotel
   99 Union St. Seattle, WA 98101

SEATTLE CHILDREN’S

A Garden for Everyone

PlayGarden 2012 Luncheon 

H O N O R I N G

Dr. Abraham Bergman 
Our Founding Board Chair

   
The Sitchin Family

R S V P by August 15th to kim@childrensplaygarden.org

www.childrensplaygarden.org

206-325-5576

   Play 
Grow      
  Learn

&
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RELATIVITY OF TIME 
MALA NAGARAGJAN
Mala has been involved in social change work for almost 20 years — as a volunteer, employee, or 
manager — in the nonprofit, government, and business sectors. She co-founded Trikone-NW, an orga-
nization serving the South Asian LGBTQ community in the Pacific Northwest, and also founded Cre-
ative Collaborations, a nonprofit that seeks to support small nonprofits. She draws from her work and 
advocacy experiences in consumer protection issues, in communications technology and access for the 
Deaf and Hard of Hearing communities, and in issues she’s passionate about like LGBTQ equality. Mala 
currently works as an independent nonprofit consultant in the Washington D.C. metro area.

“TO BECOME THE FAST-PACED DRIVER WHO SLOWS DOWN OR TO BE THE 
OLD WOMAN WHO STANDS UP EMPOWERED, REQUIRES ENERGY, TIME AND 
ACTION ON MY PART. AND THERE’S NO TELLING HOW I WILL BE IMPACTED 
OR WHAT IMPACTS I WILL HAVE. WHAT I DO KNOW IS THAT I WOULD HAVE 
LET GO OF THE SECURE FEELING AND COMFORT TO FIND MEANING AND 
CONNECTION, AND, LET GO OF MY FEARS TO FIND MY VOICE.”
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RELATIVITY OF TIME
Information flows at incredibly fast speeds these days. Regardless of the speed, human beings are still ex-
pected to process and navigate the information highway, at the same rate. However, each individual processes 
information differently, and depending on the type of data, individuals may access different parts of their brain 
to process each discrete bit of information. 

How we process that information changes our perspective, and it can limit or enhance our ability to under-
stand the world in which we live. For example, speaking a native language different than the language in 
which the information is presented, or having a condition that alters the brain’s process such as attention 
deficit disorder or depression – either can impede how fast our brains process information. 

As we are expected to process more and more information, the gap between those who can process informa-
tion quickly and those who can’t becomes wider and wider with time. 

I noticed a while back that the way I process information is different at different times, and my dominant mode 
shifts over time. As I pondered these changes, I reflected on how I feel while I process information. 

Sometimes I feel like a helpless old woman or young child trying to cross a six-lane highway. Cars are whiz-
zing by me. The motion overwhelms me. Individual cars become one. All I hear is a roar of thunder. All I see is 
a sea of colored lines. 

The information overload blurs and deafens my ability to function. I no longer know where I need to go. I am 
full of fear and unable to navigate my way. This is the face of uncertainty, I think.

“SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE A HELPLESS OLD WOMAN OR YOUNG 
CHILD TRYING TO CROSS A SIX-LANE HIGHWAY. CARS ARE WHIZ-
ZING BY ME. THE MOTION OVERWHELMS ME. INDIVIDUAL CARS 
BECOME ONE. ALL I HEAR IS A ROAR OF THUNDER. ALL I SEE IS A 
SEA OF COLORED LINES.”



Sometimes I feel like a driver on the highway. I am safe, protected by my vehicle. I am in control. I get to navi-
gate. I only have to anticipate the motion of the cars around me, and adjust my speed to catch up to them or 
to move around them. The speed is intense and thrilling. My adrenaline is free flowing. I feel unfettered. 

Like travelling at the speed of light, as I go faster, things around me appear slower. For those of you who have 
watched Matrix: Neo dodging bullets. My thoughts are whizzing through me at lightning speed, with each 
thought striking a target of conciseness, of clarity, of wholeness. I know where I am going. I know how to get 
there. This is the face of certainty. 

On occasion I see a shadow on the side of the highway. As I approach higher speeds, the shadows disappear, 
becoming a solid blackish-gray shadow line along the side of the highway. 

The information delivery is just in time. This is me keeping up with the daily news, staying abreast of interest-
ing work in my field, updating my knowledge base as new information replaces old. This is me completely 
engrossed in myself, in my curiosities and learning, researching, connecting one idea to another, connecting 
one field of interest to another.  

This is also me losing the ability to capture the subtleties of life, missing the details that make life much more 
connected and meaningful. Suddenly, I’m able to only see a few people around me, I miss the cues in human 
interaction, and everyone else is a blur.

Sometimes I am the driver who slows down, stops and sees the young child or the old woman standing at the 
end of the highway. I see the look of fear and terror in their eyes. I am me and them simultaneously. On one 
hand, I want to assure them that they’ll get safely across the highway. On the other hand, I want to forewarn 
them not to cross. In some dreams, I come to a screeching stop, get out of the car, and stop traffic. 

“[NOW] THIS IS ME COMPLETELY ENGROSSED IN MYSELF, IN MY 
CURIOSITIES AND LEARNING, RESEARCHING, CONNECTING ONE 
IDEA TO ANOTHER...THIS IS ALSO ME LOSING THE ABILITY TO 
CAPTURE THE SUBTLETIES OF LIFE, MISSING THE DETAILS THAT 
MAKE LIFE MUCH MORE CONNECTED AND MEANINGFUL.”
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I hold the hand of the young child, the old woman, and we cross the street. As I look back from where we 
came, I notice huge numbers of people trying to navigate across the highway.

This is me parsing laws, policies, and information so that others can understand it. This is me as an ally - an 
ally advocating for my mom’s right to participate fully in a conversation, in real time. I ask everyone in the 
room to speak one at a time and give me time to translate to my mom, who is deaf and whose native tongue 
is Tamil. 

Sometimes I am the old woman or young child crossing the six-lane highway, but not so helpless. I put my 
hand up in a stop! motion and step into the first lane, ready to forgo my life in trying. Cars come to a screech-
ing stop. Suddenly the cars become visible, no longer blurred. One lane at a time, I cross the highway and so 
do others.

This is me using the information I understand to lift me to action. This is me, advocating for policies and 
laws that reflect and protect everyone, including me. This is me as an emerging mental health or a seasoned 
LGBTQ (Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer) activist, speaking from a place of empowerment, claiming 
equal rights and access, demanding that information be delivered in a way that I and others can access it.

When I’m driving and most certain, life is the easiest to navigate and most comfortable. When I’m helpless and 
uncertain, life can seem the most difficult to navigate and most uneasy.  To become the fast-paced driver who 
slows down or to be the old woman, who stands up empowered, requires energy, time and action on my part. 
And there’s no telling how I will be impacted or what impacts I will have. What I do know is that I would have 
let go of the secure feeling and comfort to find meaning and connection, and, let go of my fears to find my 
voice.

“THIS IS ME USING THE INFORMATION I UNDERSTAND TO LIFT ME 
TO ACTION. THIS IS ME, ADVOCATING FOR POLICIES AND LAWS 
THAT REFLECT AND PROTECT EVERYONE, INCLUDING ME. THIS IS 
ME AS AN EMERGING MENTAL HEALTH OR A SEASONED LGBTQ 
ACTIVIST...”

RELATIVITY OF TIME



CROSSING THE HURDLE
TUHINA MITAL
Tuhina was born and brought up in Mumbai, India. She is fond of writing, especially from the heart 
and believes that if there is a passion to achieve something, then nothing is impossible. Apart from 
writing and being an optimistic believer, her other hobbies include dancing, playing badminton and 
swimming. She also enjoys travelling and loves water sports. Tuhina is currently pursuing her first 
year of medicine from Mumbai University.

“I FACED UNCERTAINTY WHEN I DIDN’T GET THROUGH MY ENTRANCE EX-
AMS THE FIRST TIME. I HAD AN OPTION THEN OF CHOOSING A DIFFERENT 
CAREER PATH INSTEAD OF TAKING THE YEAR OFF. BUT I UNHESITATINGLY 
CHOSE TO PURSUE MEDICINE...”
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CROSSING THE HURDLE
A year ago, after my 12th grade exams, I was to appear for my medical entrance exams. Due to lack of infor-
mation about separate exams of various universities in India, the fact that each exam had a discrete syllabus, 
and that I had prepared for a different syllabus during my 12th grade, my entrance results weren’t up to the 
mark. I was disappointed. My parents were disappointed in me.

We held on to the extended lists of the entrances I had appeared for, but we knew that I wasn’t getting 
anywhere this time. My passion for the subject, however, did not reduce in any way. I knew one thing for sure 
– pursuing a medical degree is all I sought. I reflected that I didn’t deserve it; I hadn’t worked for it. There are 
hundreds of thousands of students in India who dedicatedly work for a medicine seat and in my case, I hadn’t 
given it my best.

Though I felt shaken to the roots, I slowly began putting myself together. I had to decide the answer to the 
‘what’s next’ question that hovered relentlessly in my mind. I was well aware that I had to do this before my 
parents or other relatives thought about it. I had to put my random thoughts into action with all the confidence 
I could muster. 

I decided that I would move in with my maternal grandparents for a few months. They reside in Delhi and I live 
in Mumbai. Everyone was stunned by my pronouncement; my parents even retaliated, but I remained calm. It 
was my decision, and there was a definite reason behind it. A reason I couldn’t possibly put forth and explain 
to everyone who needed to understand why I sought to go so far away, where I might not have access to 
resources which my parents could immediately provide had I preferred staying home. 

The simple reason was that I knew what I had to study and how I had to study, and for that, most importantly, I 
needed peace of mind, a break from all the commotion around me at that time. I had to find a way to divert my 
mind from the world to my books. That seemed unworkable if I continued living the way I was already living. I 
yearned for an alteration in life, so I wanted to leave. Conclusively I won, and soon I was in Delhi.

“THOUGH I FELT SHAKEN TO THE ROOTS, I SLOWLY BEGAN PUT-
TING MYSELF TOGETHER. I HAD TO DECIDE THE ANSWER TO THE 
‘WHAT’S NEXT’ QUESTION THAT HOVERED RELENTLESSLY IN MY-
MIND...”



All I took to my new residence was a small bag of clothes, all the important books that I could refer to, restrict-
ed only by the baggage weight that was permitted by the airlines and of course, my iPod. Music is my soul; it 
heals me, soothes me and comforts me. I desperately needed good music to move on and to persevere with 
the same enthusiasm that I possessed before my move.

I was very motivated. I became an ambitious geek who started studying for twelve to fifteen hours a day; 
sleeping for a maximum of seven hours a day. I prepared colorful notes on all my three subjects – chemistry, 
physics and biology – simply to make the study material more attractive. I solved around three hundred mul-
tiple choice questions (MCQs) every day. To keep myself on track, I maintained a journal where I jotted down 
the subject I studied, how long I studied it for, and how many MCQs I solved that particular day.  This was a 
daily routine for all the months I studied. There were days on which I studied just to fill in my journal. When-
ever I sensed moments of loneliness or dullness around me that could pull me down, I wrote in my diary. This 
helped me really well to overcome the frustration that built up sometimes.

This went on for two and a half months. After that, I returned home because my parents wanted me to join 
classes in Mumbai for a test series. I persistently studied even after moving back home, but my hours of 
studying per day reduced. My life became more relaxed; I met up with friends and became laid back. 

So I decided to move again, this time to my paternal grandmother’s home for a month. She lived in Mumbai 
itself. Living with her, I got myself back to a strict routine. I made charts and posters for a detailed view of the 
periodic table, biological cycles, and complicated physics formulas so that they all got clearly impregnated in 
my brain.

In a month I came back home permanently. Now, I was now only two months away from my exams. I joined 
my classes for the test series, and passed around fifty tests over the next two months.
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“ALL I TOOK TO MY NEW RESIDENCE WAS A SMALL BAG OF 
CLOTHES, ALL THE IMPORTANT BOOKS THAT I COULD REFER TO, 
RESTRICTED ONLY BY THE BAGGAGE WEIGHT THAT WAS PERMIT-
TED BY THE AIRLINES AND OF COURSE, MY IPOD.”

CROSSING THE HURDLE



It was finally exam time, and I appeared for around ten entrance exams, this time armed with the right knowl-
edge about each university and its exam in my state. This time around, I had a different level of confidence. I 
knew I had worked hard. 

Results soon began pouring in on websites of the different universities. My rank was sufficiently good in all the 
entrance exams and I could get a seat wherever I wanted. I chose one of the finest colleges in Mumbai.

Today, I am happy and content. I never knew the right definition of ‘hard work’ before. I had always related it 
to something physical in nature, something that didn’t require a lot of intellect. But through this experience, I 
learnt that hard work is about how much self-control you possess, how many hurdles you can cross and how 
much you are willing to persevere in spite of numerous falls, in order to achieve something that you are pas-
sionate about.

I faced uncertainty when I didn’t get through my entrance exams the first time. I had an option then of choos-
ing a different career path instead of taking the year off. But I unhesitatingly chose to pursue medicine even 
though I knew it required an uphill struggle. It was my big dream and I was willing to embrace any uncertainty 
and do my best in order to achieve it.

“I LEARNT THAT HARD WORK IS ABOUT...HOW MANY HURDLES 
YOU CAN CROSS, AND HOW MUCH YOU ARE WILLING TO PER-
SEVERE IN SPITE OF NUMEROUS FALLS, IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE 
SOMETHING THAT YOU ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT.”

CROSSING THE HURDLE



“...ALLOWING THE WARM COLORS TO TAKE THE FORM THEY PLEASE ON A WET 
WHITE PAPER –SHAKTI, CREATION. WHILE SHIVA, THE COOL, SILENT OBSERVER 
WATCHES OVER THIS CREATION. NOT STOPPING THERE, STEPPING BETWEEN 
THE WHITE LINES – THE INNER SPACE BEYOND SHIVA-SHAKTI – YOU.”

BETWEEN THE LINES
YAMINI GOURISHANKAR
Yamini grew up in India, and after getting an undergraduate degree in Civil Engineering, she came to 
the U.S in 1989 to pursue a Master’s degree and moved to Seattle in 1995. She has worked in spurts 
for The Boeing Company and is currently pursuing her varied interests including volunteer work. Her two 
children constantly inspire the best (and worst!) in her; their presence has turned her analytic mind to 
one of introspection, probing into the mysteries of life. And, art has become a medium to capture those 
insights. Yamini’s works can be found at https://sites.google.com/site/yaminipadmam/   
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BETWEEN THE LINES

Ephemeral World,
Let go.
Ephemeral Thoughts,
Let go.

‘Embracing Uncertainty’ –
The Observer -Observed; Shiva-Shakti,
Let go.
Bare!
The white space – You!
 Beyond Embrace,  Beyond Uncertainty.

Between the Lines, Water Color  



IN DIALOGUE WITH
DENNIS MERRITT JONES    
Dennis is a keynote speaker, spiritual mentor and the award-winning author of The Art of Uncertainty 
~ How to Live In the Mystery of Life and Love It (Recipient of the Nautilus Silver Award for Motivational 
Books - 2012), The Art of Being ~ 101 Ways to Practice Purpose In Your Life (Recipient of Nautilus Gold 
Award for Inspirational Books – 2008) and How to Speak Science of Mind. Dennis is also a columnist for 
the Huffington Post and a regular contributor to Science of Mind Magazine. Read more about Dennis at 
his website www.DennisMerrittJones.com

“WE CAN’T CREATE ANYTHING NEW FROM WITHIN THE FIELD OF WHAT WE 
ALREADY KNOW; THE ONLY WAY TO HONOR THE LIFE FORCE THAT SURGES 
THROUGH EACH OF US IS TO STEP INTO THE MYSTERY OF THE UNKNOWN 
WHERE ALL POSSIBILITIES EXIST AND ALLOW ITS CURRENT TO TAKE US 
WHERE IT WILL...”

“WE CAN’T CREATE ANYTHING NEW FROM WITHIN THE FIELD OF WHAT WE 
ALREADY KNOW; THE ONLY WAY TO HONOR THE LIFE FORCE THAT SURGES 
THROUGH EACH OF US IS TO STEP INTO THE MYSTERY OF THE UNKNOWN 
WHERE ALL POSSIBILITIES EXIST AND ALLOW ITS CURRENT TO TAKE US 
WHERE IT WILL...”
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IN DIALOGUE WITH    DENNIS MERRITT JONES

SS – Hello Dennis, Thanks for talking with Courageous Creativity!

What role has uncertainty played in your personal life and how did you find ways to embrace it? What was it 
about this topic that made you decide to write an entire book on it?

DJ – As a child, I was full of anxiety and the fear of being out of control of what the future held for me. As I 
came into adulthood and began my spiritual quest, I learned a new way to “be” in the world. I became mind-
fully aware of, and embraced the fact that life is a mystery full of uncertainty.

I was inspired to write The Art of Uncertainty because one of the core elements of my beliefs is that we were 
put here to grow and express life in ever greater ways and that can never happen if we are stuck in the rut 
(or the box called the “known”). We can’t create anything new from within the field of what we already know; 
the only way to honor the Life Force that surges through each of us is to step into the mystery of the unknown 
where all possibilities exist and allow its current to take us where it will, trusting that it knows better than us 
where that is and how to get us there. This is not to say we don’t play a major role in what that may look like, 
because if we are fully engaged in the present moment we enter into the flow as a conscious co-creator with 
a universe expanding at the speed of light.

I wanted to write a book that would offer some ideas and tools that would enable readers to come to the edge 
of their own uncertainties and lean over with faith and confidence. One of the tools that people seem to love 
is found at the end of each chapter in the book. It is called “Mindfulness Practices” and offers a real time ap-
plication of the ideas presented, in the moment.

SS – Was it difficult to pin down something that by its very definition is ambiguous?

“... IF WE ARE FULLY ENGAGED IN THE PRESENT MOMENT WE EN-
TER INTO THE FLOW AS A CONSCIOUS CO-CREATOR WITH A UNI-
VERSE EXPANDING AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT.”



DJ – In my mind there is really nothing ambiguous about uncertainty. Depending on one’s attachment or 
non-attachment to the need to control one’s own destiny, the idea of living life in the mystery of uncertainty 
will evoke distinct feelings of either sheer panic or unprecedented freedom. Since we are always at choice, I 
choose to associate living in the mystery of uncertainty with freedom; freedom to grow intellectually, emotion-
ally and spiritually, freedom to learn and express new ideas, freedom to experience new possibilities, freedom 
to let go of what no longer serves me in healthy ways, freedom to change my mind and then change it again, 
and so on.

SS – Living in the mystery of life and loving it can be easier said than done. What have you done to bond with 
mysteries in your own life?  

DJ – Every moment of every day is a lingering mystery, so why not learn to love it? There is no area of my life 
that is not a total mystery every moment of every day. We construct this idea (fantasy) in our heads that when 
we arise each morning the day ahead is a known factor and it clearly is not. The mysteries lingering in my life 
are exactly the same mysteries that linger in your life. The only possible difference might be that, while you 
may not want to deal with them because it creates such anxiety and suffering, I have learned to “be” in the 
mystery as it unfolds because I have learned that to resist it only causes more suffering and angst. 

Do I know what is going to happen tomorrow or, for that matter, five minutes from now? Do you? Of course 
that is a rhetorical question because we all know the answer--we just don’t want to believe we don’t know 
or don’t have control. I have bonded with the mystery of uncertainty in my life to the best of my ability by 
embracing it, not resisting it, and by being present as it reveals itself in every sacred second. This is a very 
liberating way to live if you are willing to come to the edge of “what is” and trust there is something within you 
that knows how to respond with whatever unfolds.

“...THERE IS REALLY NOTHING AMBIGUOUS ABOUT UNCERTAINTY. 
DEPENDING ON ONE’S ATTACHMENT...TO CONTROL... UNCERTAIN-
TY WILL EVOKE DISTINCT FEELINGS OF EITHER SHEER PANIC OR 
UNPRECEDENTED FREEDOM...I CHOOSE TO ASSOCIATE LIVING IN 
THE MYSTERY OF UNCERTAINTY WITH FREEDOM...”
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SS – Spirituality and religion have been a very important aspect of your life; did you always have strong feel-
ings about faith; how has that developed over time?

DJ – I have never been an overtly “religious” person. Spirituality is another thing. Spirituality is really just being 
present in the moment and practicing the awareness of the Presence of Life. I have always felt a deep con-
nection to nature and the planet. What I have discovered is that there is an Omnipresent, Infinite Intelligence, 
an organizing Intelligence, if you will, that knows how to unfold my life in far greater ways than I do. 

The practice is to align with It...get out of the way...and listen to Its guidance...and then follow it, even into the 
shadows of the mystery of that which is yet to be. In the animal world it is known as instinct--in the human 
realm it is known as intuition. Call it Life, call it the Universe, called it God, call it Brahman, call it the Great 
Spirit...call it whatever you wish to, because It doesn’t care. The main thing is to call It forward and conscious-
ly align with It. In short, my faith comes through practicing the awareness of my oneness with Life.
 
SS – How does creativity fit into all of this?

DJ  – There lies within every human being the entire creative nature of Life. The life-force within must “ex-
press,” must push out into form. We are hardwired to create; we can’t escape it because we are creating with 
every thought we have. We are always becoming cause to our own effect. 

The question is not, are we creative, but, rather, what form will we choose to create in our life today? The truth 
is, we can’t create anything new from within the field of what we already know because we’ll simply create 
another version of what already is, rather than what can be. The only place we can create what can be is by 
stepping into the unknown wherein lies the field of Infinite possibilities.

“EVERY MOMENT OF EVERY DAY IS A LINGERING MYSTERY, SO 
WHY NOT LEARN TO LOVE IT?... THIS IS A VERY LIBERATING WAY 
TO LIVE IF YOU ARE WILLING TO COME TO THE EDGE OF “WHAT IS” 
AND TRUST THERE IS SOMETHING WITHIN YOU THAT KNOWS HOW 
TO RESPOND WITH WHATEVER UNFOLDS.”

IN DIALOGUE WITH    DENNIS MERRITT JONES



SS – What would you say your overall vision is with your books and your work? What is the message you are 
most trying to share with your readers?

DJ – My message is that Life is precious and that you were not sent here by mistake. You were sent here “on 
purpose” -- to be the unique living vessel in which, through which, and as which, the Infinite One finds fullness 
of expression in a multitude of ways. 

The practice is to remember that the present moment is always your point of power--it’s actually your only 
point of power and it is where all creation takes place. This is why it’s vital to be present in the moment and 
mindfully aware of what you are bringing to it by means of your beliefs, thoughts, attitude, deeds and actions.

The takeaway for me is this: Be present. Know there will always be more to know and be willing to follow that 
quest even to the edge of your unknowing because that is where new life awaits you. Remember that who you 
are matters and, therefore, what you do with who you are matters. 

You are unique and one of a kind, as it was meant to be. The gift you have been given is beyond measure; that 
gift is life itself. What you choose to do with your life is your gift back to the Giver. Live with reverence, humility, 
creativity, gratitude, selflessness, courage, and love...and a willingness to continually come to the edge of your 
own uncertainties and lean over. It is only there that you’ll unfold your true potential.
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“THERE LIES WITHIN EVERY HUMAN BEING THE ENTIRE CREATIVE 
NATURE OF LIFE... WE ARE HARDWIRED TO CREATE; WE CAN’T 
ESCAPE IT BECAUSE WE ARE CREATING WITH EVERY THOUGHT WE 
HAVE. WE ARE ALWAYS BECOMING CAUSE TO OUR OWN EFFECT.”
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